Full Art Gallery Schedule Available at LASCLEX.org

Exhibit is FREE and open to the public 8:30 - 5pm Monday - Friday, and during special events. Book a field trip or group visit by calling (859) 252-5222

OPENING Friday, September 20th at Gallery Hop

EXPEDITION ODYSSEY: Exploring Extreme Habitats
In celebration of... and observation stations. You can even imagine space from the International Space Station. Stop by and EXPLORE!

What's Happening at the LASC?

September
- PRE-K ART Day: Every Tuesday at 10am
  Discovery Night: Born to be Wild 6-8pm
  Fall Break Classes
  Discovery Saturday + Family Workshops 10-2pm
  Dia de los Muertos / Day of the Dead Festival
- Election Day Classes
- Winter Break Classes I Partial and full day schedules available @ LASCLEX.org

October
- PRE-K ART Day: Every Tuesday at 10am
  Discovery Night: NASA Night
  Science Saturdays
  Discovery Saturday + Family Workshops 10-2pm
  Thanksgiving Break Classes
- Gallery Hop Reception 5-8pm
- Dia de los Muertos / Day of the Dead Festival
- New Years Break Classes
- LASC CLOSED

November
- PRE-K ART Day: Every Tuesday at 10am
  Discovery Night: Cider and Stories
  Discovery Saturday + Family Workshops 10-2pm
  Wonders of Winter
  Discovery Night: Festivals Around the Globe
- First Friday at the LASC
- Discovery Night: Born to be Wild 6-8pm
- Winter Break Classes I Partial and full day schedules available @ LASCLEX.org

December
- Winter Break Classes II Partial and full day schedules available @ LASCLEX.org
- New Years Break Classes
- LASC CLOSED, Happy New Year!
- New Years Break Classes

Are you a Member? New membership benefits make it easy to support the art & science programs you love!

FARISH PLANETARIUM

Suggested $2 per person donation
A Colorful, Lively Celebration of Life, November 1st 5-9pm
Festival del Dia de los Muertos | Day of the Dead Festival
A New Planetarium show every Friday with showtimes at 7pm and 8pm. Farish After Dark (starting in October) features music and dance performances, traditional food, hands-on crafts, art exhibits and a gallery talk by the artists, a candlelight parade, and an exhibition of altars in the Old Episcopal Burying Ground. A beautiful cultural event for the whole family.

BACK TO THE MOON

What’s on your bucket list? This Saturday we’ll think about the Moon, the Sun, and the stars. We’ll explore space through creative projects, use stop animation to make your own "old fashioned" movie player. From Earth to the Moon, we’ll create short stop motion animations and play them back in the gallery. Experiment with motion, sound, light, and audience perception. Imagine the expanse of space, the birth of the universe, and the origins of life from a cosmic perspective.

FAMILY WORKSHOP: ENGINEERING LEGO ROBOTS

Climb aboard a historic vessel and chart the deep sea, caves, glaciers and tropical rainforests! Use LEGO! From Earth to the Moon, we’ll explore extreme environments using LEGO robots. Test their strength in the observation stations. You can even imagine space from the International Space Station. You can even imagine space from the International Space Station. Stop by and EXPLORE!

What’s on your bucket list? This Saturday we’ll think about the Moon, the Sun, and the stars. We’ll explore space through creative projects, use stop animation to make your own "old fashioned" movie player. From Earth to the Moon, we’ll create short stop motion animations and play them back in the gallery. Experiment with motion, sound, light, and audience perception. Imagine the expanse of space, the birth of the universe, and the origins of life from a cosmic perspective.

FAMILY WORKSHOP: FELTING MONSTERS

Many varied opportunities available for individuals and groups. Plan a group outing for school groups, stargazing tours, special guests and more. Visit LASCLEX.org

Find the latest event information at LASCLEX.org/events

Find out more at LASCLEX.org
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NO DISCOVERY SATURDAY IN DECEMBER.

Students under 13 must be accompanied by an adult for Discovery Saturday.
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**NEW YEARS BREAK**

January 2nd & 3rd

Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**WINTER BREAK II**

Friday, December 27th

Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**WINTER BREAK III**

Monday, December 30th

Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**THANKSGIVING BREAK**

Wednesday, November 27th

Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**FULL DAY STUDENTS**

• 7:45 - 8:45am: Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**ELECTION DAY**

Tuesday, November 5th

Create a full or partial day schedule from classes below. Register at LASCLEX.org

**NO SCHOOL DAY CLASSES**

For a complete list of all exhibitions, events, teacher field trips, field trip information, ways to donate & volunteer OR to register for classes for children, teens & adults visit LASCLEX.ORG or call (859) 252-5222 for more information.